
Heat Cushion Fir Tree Sew
Instructions No. 1690
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 45 Minutes

In the cold season one longs for some warmth. So how about our warmth fir tree.  This does not look only pretty, but is also easy to sew
and provides excellent warmth. Also as a gift it Fir is suitable very well!

It's that easy to Fir sew:
Print out the template for the Christmas tree and cut it out. Now transfer the
pattern twice onto the right to right folded fabric (both sides of the pattern
on top of each other), so that the middle of the tree is in the fabric break
(folding edge of the fabric). 

Cut the firs with a seam allowance of 1 cm. This creates two pieces of fabric
in the shape of a fir tree 

Place the two pieces of fabric right sides together and sew the two layers
together. Leave an opening at the bottom of the trunk for turning and filling
in the cherry stones 

Cut lightly into the corners of Fir and along the curves up to the seam.
Caution: Only cut up to the seam, not into the seam 
This will ensure that it is correctly shaped Fir after turning upside down. 

Turn this Fir and fill in the cherry stones. 

Finally, close the reversing opening either tightly with the sewing machine or
by hand 

And then you can make yourself comfortable with your heat-tub. It is also an
ideal gift for your loved ones! 

Are you looking for more sewing ideas? You will certainly find them here:

Christmas bag "X-Mas Car"

Cute baby pants
Stylish knot cushion

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/baumwoll-stoff-grizzly-meterware-a192755/
https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/cherry-stones-500g-a6089/
https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/brother-sewing-machine-little-angel-ke14s-a127752/
https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/christmas-bag-x-mas-car-t2087/
https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/sew-cute-simple-baby-pants-t2081/
https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/stylish-knot-cushion-t2021/


Dear sewer, as fabrics are seasonal goods and we always want to have trendy fabrics in stock for you, it can happen that the sewn fabric is no longer in our
range.

In our fabric section you will find a large selection of great fabrics. Click here to discover all the fabrics.

Article number Article name Qty
233910 Cherry stones 500g 1
393652 brother sewing machine Little Angel KE14S 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/fabrics-and-sewing-accessories/fabrics-a-z/
https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/fabrics-and-sewing-accessories/fabrics-a-z/
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